Didn't it dawn on any fellow Goyim, why is this number the "Stoner's" number? Why not 3:50 for instance? Why not anything else?

For the Goyim who are Satanically, completely, red-pilled and know of the jewish agenda of controlling humanity. We know of numerology. 4:20 adds up to 6. The 6 is the infamous number of the jewish magick, their blueprint. 6000 years to creation, Abraham's 60 generations. 6,000,000 jews died and became gassed lampshades...etc. etc. This number is also heavily associated with how the jews scam off goyim money from the nations.

Additionally, at around 4 o'clock at night, the occult part of the mind is at its most open and susceptible to magick and influence. So, the Goyim have to roll it up at that point, opening up their little receiver’s mind even further. And the jews have to influence them at that point of course.

Also, Hitler was born in April 20th. Which is 4/20, without the date of course, which is 1889 and changes this completely. But still. An indirect blasphemy as well is present here. Is this another coincidence that the jews put the most deplorable habit that damns White people and White Nations, at the date of the birth of the White Savior? Another coincidence of the many...

"Goyim I swear to you on this date nothing important happened! You just need to smoke a blunt on it! That's the importance of that date!"

"April 20 has become a counterculture holiday in North America, where people gather to celebrate and consume cannabis.[1][11][12] Some events have a political nature to them, advocating for the legalization of cannabis." - Jewpedia on 420

But of course, that's again another coincidence. Is it like the jews are using mass magick, while dumbing down the Goyim with weed, to make them open and susceptible and in sync with their vibrations and magick on the astral? Come on Goyim, don't be paranoid!

This may be why all "rappers" who promote drug use also use the cross (Which is a shape directly tied to number 6) and the number 6 or 24, or 42.
Smoke Dat Goy!!
As all of us know, this is the 42 letter name of "God" that is conjured from the Occult textbook of the jews. And ties into the jewish power of generating what they claim as 'creation'. Which is the matrix of thoughtforms, ideas, and reality, that we term as the 'jewtrix'. That the "goyim" (Enslaved Gentiles) do feed with their spiritual energy.

Get synced up in the Jewtrix, little Goyim. Do your 4:20 tonight!
ITS 4:20

ROLL IT UP GOY!